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Contextualizing cell phones in Brazil

O Globo

•Government acquires more than 5
billion reais with 3G auctions
(12/19/07)

•Samsung announces development of
mobile digital TV in Brazil (12/04/07)

•GPS: Applications and mapping
services locate streets and even
relatives on the cell phone screen.
(01/07/08)
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Overall income distribution

Source: Ministery of Economy, 2003
Source: PNAD – Brazilian Institute of
Geography and Statistics, 1999

10% of the population owns more than U$
440/month

“Middle Class” owns between U$
440/month and U$ 125/month

50% of the population owns less than U$
125/month



Overall income distribution

Characteristics and influences of cell phone use in Brazil:

1. Pre-paid phones

2. Price of the service

3. Price of the devices



BRAZIL case study

5th country in the world in cell phone
absolute numbers

Source: Teleco [www.teleco.com.br]

Biggest cell phone market in Latin America:
121 million cell phones
= 63% penetration rate (Nov. 2007)

--> Low-income population also consumes
cell phones.

--> Social-economic diversity entails
different cell phone usage



Questions

What is the relationship between high and low-income population
cell phone use?

How do low-income people appropriate technology in unusual
ways based on price policies and technology availability?

How do cell phones work as tools for social organizing?
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Why cell phones?

- Security

- Sharing

- Replacing landlines
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Rise of pre-paid phones (1998)

• 80% of cell phones in the country

• “free” phone (CPP)

--> Cell phones are still symbols of status



The parallel market



The “diretão”

The “diretão”

• Like the water or TV “cats”
the “diretões” are illegal
connections to the service
providers networks.

• The use of cell phones from
the prisions ponts out to a
more complex and broader
problem.



Social organizing and democratic access to communication services



How  to create opportunity to address the need of a more
equal access to these services, to develop a fair market, and a
legitimate social communication in the country?


